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Abstract

This paper exploits wearable computers� unique oppor�
tunity to record and index the visual environment of the
user from the ��rst�person� perspective
 We propose to
use a hat�mounted wearable camera to record what the
user sees during the day with a wearable computer
 This
camera can be used to make the computer more contex�
tually aware of the user and their actions
 Furthermore�
the camera can be used to record� analyze and index
the visual environment of the user
 By keeping track of
the actions of the user upon and within the environment
the system can be more aware of the interactions of the
user within the environment
 An important aspect of
the system is to automatically extract objects of user
interest� and their motion within the environment and
relative to the user


� Introduction

Wearable computers have the potential to �see� as the
user sees� �hear� as the user hears� and experience the
life and the environment of the user in a ��rst�person�
sense
 As has been pointed out in ����� wearable comput�
ers o�er a unique opportunity to recover more general
user context
 The importance of context for commu�
nication and interface can not be overstated
 Without
context awareness� wearable computers will only be use�
ful for particular purposes or even more to the point� will
be only useful in a particular context
 See also ��	� and
����


Sensors� such as a head�mounted camera� not only
allow modeling and recognizing the user�s context but
can be used to record and analyze the user�s environ�
ment from a ��rst�person� perspective
 This paper pro�
poses a wearable system which records the visual �eld
of view continuously onto the user�s wearable computer
while exploiting the habits of humans �such as �xating
objects of interest� to structure and index this visual
record


The system is designed to model� recognize and track
objects and people automatically in the environment of

the user
 The system can structure the visual environ�
ment based on these objects and persons
 By observing
the absolute and relative motions of objects and people
the system can reason about the interactions of people
and objects within the environment
 The duration for
which a person �xates a moving object is a powerful in�
dicator for the potential interest of that object or that
person
 The physical interaction of the user with an ob�
ject �e
g
 by touching or picking up� is another indicator
of the relevance of these objects to the user
 Such atten�
tional objects and people can be used to analyze� index
and structure the video�database stored on the wearable
computer


The fact that the camera is hat�mounted and there�
fore re�ects a �rst�person view of the environment en�
ables the exploitation of the habits of humans such as
�xating objects of interest
 The system also can use the
relative motion of objects with respect to the user
 The
ability to use the special nature of a wearable computer
to extract objects of interest makes this system very dif�
ferent to the standard systems for video�browsing and
�indexing
 By exploiting the habits of the user we can
extract structure from the video stream which re�ects
the relevance and importance of various aspects of the
visual environment to the user and is therefore useful to
the user


Our aim is to build a wearable system which is aware
of the user context and continuously models and recog�
nizes the environment of the user as well as the user�s
interests and interactions with the environment
 In or�
der to put the remainder of the paper into perspec�
tive� the next section summarizes several systems which
have been designed to be aware of di�erent aspects of
the user�s context
 Section � discusses the usefulness
and the technical requirements for a wearable system
which continuously observes the visual environment of
the user
 Section � describes a system which uses a
state�of�the�art object recognition module to recognize
previously recorded objects in the visual �eld using a
wearable camera
 Section � discusses in more detail a
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system which automatically extracts and tracks objects
in the visual environment


��� Related Work

This section brie�y describes several systems which are
related to the system proposed here


Memory Augmentation� Memory augmentation
has evolved from simple pencil and paper paradigms
to sophisticated personal digital assistants �PDAs� and
beyond
 Some related memory augmentation systems
include the �Forget�me not� system ����� which is a per�
sonal information manager inspired by Weiser�s ubiqui�
tous computing paradigm� and the Remembrance Agent
��	�� which is a text�based context�driven wearable aug�
mented reality memory system
 Both systems collect
and organize data that is relevant to the human user for
subsequent retrieval


Augmented Reality� Augmented reality systems
form a more natural interface between user and ma�
chine
 In ���� a virtually documented environment sys�
tem is described which assists the user in some perfor�
mance task
 It registers synthetic multimedia data ac�
quired using a head�mounted video camera
 However�
information is retrieved explicitly by the user via speech
commands
 ���� uses contextual tags �such as infrared
and visual markers� in order to enhance and the con�
text of the environment
 ��� presents a system which
displays interesting pre�stored informationabout the en�
vironment of the user
 Such a system can be used as a
�touring machine�


Personal Imaging� Mann ���� proposes to con�
struct high�resolution images from the visual environ�
ment using a head�mounted wearable camera
 Essen�
tially� the system can construct a high�resolution image
out of many smaller overlapping images
 The result�
ing image can be seen as a photographic memory of the
visual environment of the user


Video Indexing and Retrieval� Many system ex�
ist which attempt to classify� index� browse and retrieve
videos from databases
 See for example ���� ��� ��� ��

Most systems however� only use global features such as
color histograms for each frame of the video in order
to segment the video�stream and to index the video

An notable exception is a system proposed by Chang et
al
 ��� where individual regions are extracted from the
video frames
 These regions are tracked over time en�
abling queries to the video database such as� �nd region
of that color moving in this particular motion pattern

Using such a database query� the authors have been able
to retrieve the video�clip of a high�jumper
 They note
the importance of extracting and matching of the mo�
tion of regions in order to index the video database


Remote Sensing Wearable computers allow col�
laboration as well as remote sensing of distant environ�
ments
 ��� ��� present a wearable system with remote
sensing capabilities in order to allow cooperation of mo�
bile technicians


� Context Aware Perceptual Systems

User context includes such things as time of day� lo�
cation of the user and user�s action
 In the following
we brie�y describe several systems which have been de�
signed to recognize the user�s location without using in�
frastructure such as RF tags or landmarks
 We also
describe two systems which are using a user�observing
camera to recognize the user�s gestures and actions


��� Recognizing the user�s location

Three di�erent systems have been developed in our lab
to recognize the location by means of a wearable com�
puter
 The �rst system ���� uses two head mounted
wide�angle cameras �see �gure ��
 The �rst camera is
pointed forward whereas the second is pointed down�
wards� enabling the observation of the �oor
 The system
continuously calculates the color mean values of three
image patches
 For each room of the �oor of an MIT
building� an HMM has been trained to model and rec�
ognize each individual room
 Since every room can only
be reached by a small number of doors� we can train
and employ a statistical grammar for the �oor which
allows to recognize the user�s location with an accuracy
of about ���


Figure �� Above� The two camera hat
 Below� the
downward� and forward�looking camera views


The second system ��� also uses a head mounted cam�
era in order to recognize the user�s location
 Here� the
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system not only recognizes a particular location but also
stores information about the approaching trajectory to
the location
 By using dynamic programming to com�
pare image sequences of di�erent approaches to particu�
lar locations� the system can match the incoming video
in real�time with a dictionary of locations of the environ�
ment
 Whereas the �rst system continuously recognizes
the location and relies on the statistical grammar in or�
der to restrict the search space� this system can be used
to recognize particular locations in the environment for
recovery and reentry into a particular environment


The third system� the Environmentally�A�Wearable
�EW� ��� uses auditory and visual cues to classify the
user�s environmental context
 Like �the �y on the wall�
�except now the �y is on your shoulder� it does not
try to understand in detail every event that happens
around the user
 Instead� EW makes general evalua�
tions of the auditory and visual ambiance and whether
a particular environment is di�erent or similar to an
environment that the user was previously in
 In order
to make use of the audio�visual channel detectors for
speci�c events are constructed
 Events can be simple
such as a bright light and loud sounds� or more com�
plicated such as speaker sounds and objects
 Given a
set of detectors higher order patterns can be observed

For example� a user�s audio�visual environment can be
broken into scenes �possibly overlapping� such as �talk�
ing to a person�� �visiting the grocery store�� �walking
down a busy street�� or �at the o�ce� that are collec�
tions of speci�c events such as �footsteps�� �car horns��
�cross�walks�� and �speech�
 We can recognize scenes by
using detectors for low�level events that make up these
scenes
 This identi�es a natural hierarchy in a person�s
audio�visual environment
 For further details see ���


��� User	observing wearable cameras

By using a head�mounted camera pointing down� the
user himself can be tracked �see �gure ��
 This novel
viewpoint allows the user�s hands� feet� torso� and even
lips to be observed without the gloves or body suits as�
sociated with virtual reality gear
 The hat�mount of
Figure � provides a surprisingly stable mounting point
for the camera
 Di�erent lighting conditions can be nor�
malized for by using the constantly visible nose as cali�
bration object


The user�observing wearable camera has been used
to observe and detect the user�s hand gestures in the
context of American sign language recognition ����
 An�
other system ���� uses the user�observing camera to
recognize the current task of the user
 These sys�
tems demonstrate a set of tools directed at recover�
ing user context
 Speci�cally� complex sets of time
varying signals �i
e
� gestures and user actions� from a

self�observing body�mounted camera through the use of
color blob analysis and HMM�s


� Environment observing wearable
camera

As we have pointed out earlier our goal is to build a sys�
tem which is not only aware of the context of the user
but also analyzes and reasons about the visual environ�
ment of the user
 The reminder of the paper therefore
exploits the possibilities for a wearable computer which
uses a hat�mounted camera in order to observe the visual
environment from a ��rst�person� perspective
 This sec�
tion discusses potential applications and the technical
requirements for a system which continuously records
and analyzes the visual environment of the user
 Sec�
tion � describes a wearable system which continuously
recognizes objects in the users� visual �eld
 Section �
discusses a system to automatically extract objects and
object parts from the visual environment which are of
potential interest to the user


In order to emphasize the usefulness of the analysis
of the visual environment from a ��rst�person� perspec�
tive we want to give a number of examples�

� During a conversation we are typically looking at
each others face� over extended periods of time

More generally humans have the tendency to �x�
ate an object of interest over extended periods of
time such as a piece of art or a street�map
 Since
these objects of interest are present in the ��rst�
person� view of the system for some time� the
system is able to extract a model of that object
of interest
 Such a model can be used to index
into and structure the stored video�database and
to recognize the object again later


� People�s gaze often follows �or literally tracks� ob�
jects of interest
 Such a tracked object may be an�
other person or a car
 By using the hat�mounted
camera� the tracked object is relatively still with
respect of the rest of the scene� which is mov�
ing
 Therefore� by analyzing the relative motion
of �things� in the visual environment� the system
could segment objects
 Furthermore� since the ob�
jects are tracked by the user for a certain amount
of time� the system can also hypothesize the re�
spective relevance of these objects to the user


� Several systems have been developed to continu�
ously track human hands �see for example �����

Knowing the position of the hands in the environ�
ment� the system can extract objects from the en�
vironment which the user touched� moved or oth�
erwise handled
 As before� the system can use this
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information in order to estimate the respective im�
portance of the objects to the user
 Eventually�
the system might even be able to help the user to
�nd misplaced objects


All the above examples exploit the fact that the hat�
mounted camera has approximately the same �eld of
view as the user
 What is required for the above ex�
amples is the extraction of regions from the visual en�
vironment of the user which might correspond to en�
tire objects or objects parts
 By modeling and tracking
these regions over time we can analyze their respective
motion relative to the user and relative to the environ�
ment
 This information is extremely useful to hypoth�
esize the respective importance of objects to the user�
as the above examples show
 Furthermore� by model�
ing the user�s action upon and in the environment the
system might model the interactions of the user with
the environment
 This which can be of great help to a
wearable system in order to model the user


The hat�mounted camera can be used to create
a video database of the visual environment and vi�
sual experiences of the user
 Standard techniques for
video analysis might be used to classify di�erent types
of scenes and segment the video�stream into video�
segments
 However� the analysis of the video�stream
from a hat�mounted camera can make use of the habits
of humans
 For example� humans tend to �xate onto
objects and people of interest
 Also the motion of ob�
jects relative to the user is a powerful indication of rel�
evance of the object for the user
 These and other facts
makes the analysis of video from a �rst�person perspec�
tive very di�erent to the standard problem of video�
database analysis
 By exploiting and being aware of hu�
mans habits� we are aiming to extract salient structure
from the wearable�s video�stream


In order to create a system which continuously an�
alyzes the visual environment of the user we have to
consider at least the following points� First of all� the
system has to be robust enough in order to handle data
from a continuously moving camera under varying imag�
ing conditions
 Secondly� the calculations of the system
should be simple enough in order to run in real�time or
at least close to real�time
 Thirdly� since no single fea�
ture will be capable to capture all objects which might
be of interest� we have to allow the use of multiple fea�
tures such as color� texture� motion and shape


The following section describes a wearable system
which is capable to recognize objects at a rate of �	Hz

The system can recognize in the order of �		 objects and
has been shown to be robust to di�erent lighting situa�
tions
 Section � then proposes a system to automatically
extract objects and object parts� calculate their motion

and shape over time fully automatically using the hat�
mounted wearable camera


� Recognizing objects with a wearable
camera

An implementation of an augmented reality remem�
brance agent which does not use any sort of tags but a
generic object recognizer in order to identify objects in
the real world is a system called �Dynamic Personal En�
hanced Reality System� �DyPERS�
 DyPERS retrieves
�media memories� based on associations with real ob�
jects the user encounters
 These are evoked as audio
and video clips relevant for the user and overlayed on
top of real objects the user encounters
 The system
uses an audio�visual association system with a wireless
connection to a desktop computer
 The user�s visual
and auditory scene is stored in real�time by the system
�upon request� and is then associated �by user input�
with a snap shot of a visual object
 The object acts as a
key such that when the real�time vision system detects
its presence in the scene again� DyPERS plays back the
appropriate audio�visual sequence


The audio�visual associative memory operates on a
record�and�associate paradigm
 Audio�visual clips are
recorded by the push of a button and then associated
to an object of interest
 Subsequently� the audio�visual
associative memory module receives object labels along
with con�dence levels from the object recognition sys�
tem
 If the con�dence is high enough� it retrieves from
memory the audio�visual information associated with
the object the user is currently looking at and overlays
this information on the user�s �eld of view


Whenever the user is not recording or associating�
the system is continuously running in a background
mode trying to �nd objects in the �eld of view which
have been associated to an A�V sequence
 DyPERS
thus acts as a parallel perceptual remembrance agent
that is constantly trying to recognize and explain � by
remembering associations � what the user is paying at�
tention to
 Figure � depicts an example of the over�
lay process
 Here� in the top of the �gure� an �expert�
is demonstrating how to change the bag on a vacuum
cleaner
 The user records the process and then asso�
ciates the explanation with the image of the vacuum�s
body
 Thus� whenever the user looks at the vacuum �as
in the bottom of the �gure� he or she automatically sees
an animation �overlaid on the left of his �eld of view�
explaining how to change the dust bag
 The recording�
association and retrieval processes are all performed on�
line in a seamless manner


An important part of the system is the generic object
recognizer� based on a probabilistic recognition system
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Figure �� Sample Output Through heads�up�display
�HUD�

Objects are represented by multidimensional histograms
of vector responses from local neighborhood operators

This object representation is considerably robust to view
point changes
 A probabilistic object recognition algo�
rithm ���� is used� in order to determine the probability
of each object in an image only based on a small image
region
 Experiments showed that only a small portion
of the image �between ��� and �	�� is needed in or�
der to recognize �		 objects correctly in the presence
of viewpoint changes and scale changes
 The recogni�
tion system runs at approximately �	Hz on a Silicon
Graphics O� machine using the OpenGL extension li�
brary for real�time image convolution
 The vision sys�
tem for DyPERS has been reported and evaluated in
����


Obviously� the discrimination of �		 objects is not
enough to be of practical use in an unconstrained real
world scenario
 However� by using information about
the physical environment� including the location of the
user� the time of day and other available information�
the number of possible objects can be signi�cantly re�
duced
 Furthermore� information about the user�s cur�
rent interests further reduces the number of interesting
objects


� Object learning model

The main limitation of the DyPERS system is that it
needs direct input from the user in order to acquire
object models
 Rather than having a wearable system
which needs supervision by the user we want to build a
system which acquires object models in a un�supervised
way
 This section therefore proposes to build models of
objects in the visual �eld of view by a three step proce�
dure
 Attentional objects can be extracted by tracking
their position and motion in the visual �eld of view


Figure �� A DyPERS user listening to a guide during a
gallery tour

��� Three step learning of objects

This section describes the structure of the automatic ob�
ject learning model
 As pointed out earlier we are inter�
ested to extract objects and object parts from the visual
environment
 In order to extract a model of the objects
we propose a three step learning procedure
 This learn�
ing procedure is done in parallel for di�erent features
since no single feature is powerful enough to describe all
possible objects in the environment


The extracted object models contain information
such as the color� the texture and the shape of the ob�
ject parts
 By analyzing and modeling the absolute mo�
tion and relative motion of di�erent object parts we can
group the di�erent object parts to object hypotheses
 If
hypothesized objects are present in the visual �eld of the
user repeatedly over time these hypotheses correspond
very probably to real objects
 The repetitive appearance
of the objects also indicates the importance or relevance
of the objects for the user in the visual environment


Most computer vision algorithms rely on the fact
that the camera conditions are not varying too much or
that the varying conditions are known
 In other words�
Most computer vision algorithms are not robust enough
to be used on a wearable computer
 We should always
keep this in mind� when we are using computer vision
techniques in the context of wearable computers
 How�
ever� we can make use of the fact that between consec�
utive frames� the imaging conditions do not change too
much


The object learning is done in three steps
 First�
for a short video sequence� consistent regions �e
g
 in
color and�or texture� are extracted and tracked over a
number of frames
 During tracking a representation of
the image region is learned
 This representation includes
a model of multiple features� color� texture and shape
of the region
 This �rst learning step provides a list of
region candidates which can be part of an object
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During the second learning step the algorithm iden�
ti�es image regions which reoccur over a longer period
of time
 During this step the algorithm keeps track of
relative arrangement �position and movement� of image
regions in order to �nd sets of image regions which are
consistently moving together
 Such sets of image regions
�and all possible subsets� are candidates to correspond
to the same object
 The output of the second step is
therefore object hypotheses each consisting of a set of
image regions and their respective spatial arrangement


Keeping track of the relative position and move�
ments of the di�erent image regions is important to dis�
ambiguate which regions correspond to the same object


The third learning step veri�es the object hypotheses
by continuously recognizing the hypothesized objects

If an object can be identi�ed repeatedly in the visual
�eld of view over an extended period of time that object
hypothesis is stored permanently and considered as a
learned object


��� Attention Filtering

As pointed out earlier the system can exploit the �rst
person view of the wearable system
 Once objects have
been extracted and hypothesized the system keeps track
of the time the object is present in the visual �eld of
view
 During that time the system extracts a model
of the object including color� texture and shape of the
object
 These models can then be used to recognize
the repetitive appearance of the objects over extended
periods of time
 Objects which have been �xated several
times by the user are very probably of high interest to
the user


Based on the above object models� the system can
also extract the motion of the objects relative to each
other and relative to the user
 When the user visually
tracks a moving object the object stays relatively still
in the visual view the system whereas the background
is constantly in motion
 Such an event can be detected
by extracting the motion of objects in the video stream


Objects and people which reoccur in the �eld of
view repeatedly over an extended period of time �e
g

over several days� the system can conclude that this
object�person is of particular interest to the user
 By
extracting the hand of the user the system can also �nd
out about physical interactions of the user with an ob�
ject �e
g
 touching or picking up� which indicate the
relevance of such objects to the user


All the above allows the system to do attentional
�ltering of the video�stream in order to extract objects
which are of interest to the user of the wearable system

This particularity can be exploited in order to structure
the video�stream in a way which is useful to the user


��
 Implementation Details and Examples

In our current implementation we are using k�means
clustering ��� in order to extract candidate regions which
might correspond to objects or object parts
 More
speci�cally� the system extracts color region by cluster�
ing pixels based on the standard color features U and
V and the position X and Y of the pixel
 The color
features U and V are stable enough over small changes
of lighting conditions in order to be able to match suc�
cessive frames successfully
 Using X and Y at the same
time for clustering enables the extraction of compact
clusters rather than clusters which might be distributed
over the entire frame ���
 The �rst rows of �gures � and
� show the original color images �printed in black and
white�
 The second rows of the same �gures show the
segmentation result of the color clustering


As pointed out before� the system should use mul�
tiple features in order to be capable to model a wide
variety of objects
 Therefore� the system also extracts
regions based on texture features
 Currently we are us�
ing a second order autoregressive model ���� on a neigh�
borhood of � � � pixels
 We use three parameters of
the autoregressive model� and the X and Y position of
each pixel
 The third row of �gure � shows image re�
gions which have been obtained by k�means clustering
of the texture and position features


As expected� image regions which have been ex�
tracted by clustering pixels based on color and texture�
often correspond to objects or object parts
 The �rst
step of the object learning model consist of tracking
such image regions over a couple of frames
 In order
to match clusters in successive frames we calculate the
Euclidean distance between the mean value of the color
features �or the texture parameter�
 For tracking the
clusters over a short period of time �here over several
seconds� we use a Viterbi algorithm


The third row of �gure � shows such a tracked se�
quence of color clusters �note that only every third frame
of a � second� �	�frame sequence is shown�
 Interest�
ingly� the extracted and tracked image region corre�
sponds to a person standing in front of a wall
 Dur�
ing using the wearable system in a test�run� this person
happened to ask for directions and has been therefore
focus of attention for a couple of minutes
 During this
time� a color and texture model of the person has been
successfully extracted from the video provided by the
hat�mounted camera
 The �fth row of �gure � shows
the tracking of a cluster� which corresponds to a part of
the wall behind the person in the video
 Other parts of

�more speci�cally� we are using the mean and the �rst two
coe�cients� We are not using the forth parameter� namely the
variance of the noise� See ���� for details
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the same wall have been matched as well

Figure � shows �ve frames of a six second video se�

quence
 During that time� the user picked up a box�
looked at it for about two seconds and put it back on
the table
 Therefore� the box has been an object of in�
terest to the user
 The third and the forth row show
color clusters which have been successfully tracked over
the entire sequence
 Since these two clusters are mov�
ing together the system hypothesizes correctly that the
two regions correspond to the same physical object
 By
tracking the hand of the user the system can extract the
common motion of the object and the hand
 This in�
formation enables the system to conclude that the user
moved the object �here picking up�
 Information about
objects of the visual environment and the interactions of
the user with these objects might eventually be used to
structure the video�stream according to relevance and
importance to the user


� Conclusions

The paper proposes a wearable system using a hat�
mounted camera in order to record and analyze the vi�
sual environment of the user
 Several possibilities exist
to model and recognize user context from video alone or
with audio information combined
 We have reported a
system which used the hat�mounted camera successfully
to recognize objects


The paper also proposes the exploitation of human
habits such as �xating objects of interest in order to
structure and index the video data
 The system extracts
objects from the visual environment and segments inter�
actions of the user with the environment
 These can be
used to structure the video data according to relevance
and importance to the user
 Video data structured in
such a way can be of great use to remember and index
events of importance
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